LIABILITY WAIVER
Initial behind each statement, sign &
date the completed contract please.

A) Hunter agrees to absolve Midwest Whitetail Adventures LLC, their guides and employees from any liability from injury or
illness which may be incurred as a result of this hunting trip.
B) Hunter agrees to abide by all laws of Kansas. Hunter agrees to refrain from consuming alcohol beverages in the field or
within (8) hours of commencing the hunt. Absolutely no drugs or excessive use of alcohol will be tolerated at any time. Should
the hunters actions become an unreasonable risk to other individuals, the hunter may be immediately dismissed from the premises and no money will be refunded.
C) Hunting is our business, however Midwest Whitetail Adventures LLC, cannot guarantee you a deer. We work diligently to
produce game for the hunters and will hunt you in areas where trophy game animals have been previously taken or in areas that
have been pre-scouted. We cannot control the weather or interference from farmers working on theirs farms.
D) No scouting from the hunters, this will be automatic removal from the hunting properties and hunter will forfeit their hunt
with no money being refunded.
E) Hunter agrees to the 140” minimum. If a hunter chooses to harvest a buck under the minimum the fee shall be as follows,
140” and under $1000.00 - as a personal trophy fee. If a hunter wounds a buck and it is not recovered, before the hunter can
return to the hunt, they shall pay a $1000.00 fee for the wounded animal. The staff will have the final decision when the search
will end.
F) All deer will be scored by MWA, all final gross scores will be upheld by staff and all rulings will be final.
G) Hunter agrees to make sure all debris left by hunter shall be removed by hunter such as drinks, food, scents. Absolutely no
smoking will be tolerated on hunting properties in guides vehicles or at lodge. If a hunter is caught smoking on hunting areas
they will forfeit their hunt and no money will be refunded.
H) A smoking area will be set up away from hunters clothing or guides clothing and vehicles at lodge.
I) Hunter agrees to all rules discussed during orientation of the practices of Midwest Whitetail Adventures LLC.
J) Hunter agree to make an ethical shot at deer.
K) Hunter agrees to using an industry standard safety harness for their hunt.
L) Hunters are forbidden to harvest any other animal than a mature male buck. Coyotes are accepted. No bobcats are allowed.
M)Hunter agrees not to try to rent, lease, hunt any of property leased under Midwest Whitetail Adventures LLC for a period of
10 years.
N) Hunter agrees to keep a family oriented environment while hunting with Midwest Whitetail Adventures LLC. Profane language will not be tolerated.
O) Any button bucks taken will be a $1000.00 fine.
P) Hunter agrees to follow laws: Hunter must carry at all times picture ID along with license. All pictures, video footage can be
used for present and future use of Midwest Whitetail Adventures LLC. Pictures and video footage becomes property of Midwest Whitetail Adventures LLC for advertising or use for unlimited time & use.
I certify that I have read this contract and agree to abide by the terms of this contract. Hunter agrees to hold Midwest Whitetail
Adventures LLC harmless and waves any claims against company and employees or sub-contractors.
Hunters Signature:
Hunters Printed Name:									

Date:

Rep. of Midwest Whitetail Adventures LLC:						

Date:

If form is competed electronically. Printed name and initials will be considered as hunter’s signature and legally binding.

